



	Text-TgdVkNGav2: Janice Birmingham
	Text-KH9rditqpr: October 1, 2023
	Paragraph-mQDTWPx1DZ: I'm grateful for my friend Sarah, who called me just to chat and make me feel less isolated. Her support means the world to me.
	Paragraph-iOG-WH7OOm: I'm thankful for the beautiful autumn morning I woke up to. The sight of colorful leaves and the crisp air filled me with a sense of calm.
	Paragraph-3qICzsIAdV: I'm grateful for having access to a warm, nourishing meal today. It may seem small, but it reminded me that I have the essentials in my life.
	Paragraph-aipl3pEhQ8: Today, I took a walk in the park and noticed the birds singing. The sound was incredibly soothing, and for a moment, I felt a sense of peace.
	Paragraph-vudn1dl9PI: I had a productive work session where I accomplished a task that's been hanging over me. The sense of achievement lifted my spirits.
	Paragraph-D9wMWuEnCC: I had a meaningful conversation with my therapist. It felt good to share my feelings and gain insights into my journey of healing.
	Text-h50rW5CIzz:  Crowded spaces
	Text-g5AgyMZlyr: I decided to leave the crowded store and give myself some space to breathe.
	Text-A6x70NFsH3: Sudden loud noise
	Text-D7vesnKl2V: Intrusive thoughts
	Text-ESDW5X2T3t:  I used grounding techniques to reconnect with the present moment.
	Text-Xorxbl6VsK: I practiced mindfulness and self-compassion. 
	Text-w2TAsBEK8E:  7
	Paragraph-p0fdaFJyDb: You are strong and resilient. Every day, you're taking steps towards healing and growth. Be kind to yourself, and remember that progress is a journey, not a destination.
	Paragraph-97e1yoQT5a: Tomorrow, I plan to set aside some time for self-care, whether it's reading a book I enjoy, taking a long bath, or practicing mindfulness.
	Paragraph-mz5UhJW3bb: I'll reach out to a friend or family member for a virtual chat, as connecting with loved ones is always a mood booster.
	Paragraph-2caNjF697G: I'll continue practicing my grounding techniques, especially when I anticipate triggers might be present.
	Paragraph-uWkjibspJJ: Today, I had a glimpse of how gratitude and happiness can coexist with my PTSD journey. While I had my struggles, recognizing and celebrating these moments of positivity is helping me rebuild my life. It's a reminder that healing is possible, even in the face of trauma.


